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SUMMARY
The ability to quantify structural uncertainty in geological models that incorporate geophysical
data is affected by two primary sources of uncertainty: geophysical parameter uncertainty and
uncertainty in the relationship between geophysical parameters and geological properties of
interest. Here, we introduce an open-source, trans-dimensional Bayesian Markov chain Monte
Carlo (McMC) algorithm GeoBIPy—Geophysical Bayesian Inference in Python—for robust
uncertainty analysis of time-domain or frequency-domain airborne electromagnetic (AEM)
data. The McMC algorithm provides a robust assessment of geophysical parameter uncertainty
using a trans-dimensional approach that lets the AEM data inform the level of model complexity necessary by allowing the number of model layers itself to be an unknown parameter.
Additional components of the Bayesian algorithm allow the user to solve for parameters such
as data errors or corrections to the measured instrument height above ground. Probability
distributions for a user-specified number of lithologic classes are developed through posterior
clustering of McMC-derived resistivity models. Estimates of geological model structural uncertainty are thus obtained through the joint probability of geophysical parameter uncertainty
and the uncertainty in the definition of each class. Examples of the implementation of this
algorithm are presented for both time-domain and frequency-domain AEM data acquired in
Nebraska, USA.
Key words: Non-linear electromagnetics; Inverse theory; Probability distributions; Statistical methods.

I N T RO D U C T I O N
Models are useful tools for summarizing existing knowledge and for making predictions about future responses given alternate forcing or
management scenarios (Bredehoeft 2005). A particular challenge in the development and use of models, however, is characterizing their
uncertainty given the limitations of the data that are used to construct them (Neuman 2003; Højberg & Refsgaard 2005; Troldborg et al.
2007; Refsgaard et al. 2012; Scheidt et al. 2018). The very definition of a model itself may be uncertain given the underlying assumptions
used in its construction. For example, most geophysical or hydrological models are created by determining a set of spatially varying physical
parameters through the process of inversion or calibration to measured data, and standard techniques exist for evaluating the uncertainty
in these parameter estimates. A number of studies have highlighted the importance of conceptual uncertainty, or the uncertainty in the
geological model structure that may be the most important component of model uncertainty (Refsgaard et al. 2012). We present an approach
for characterizing model structural uncertainty that accounts for both uncertainties in the underlying geophysical data used to inform model
parameters and in the physical property relationship that links geophysical and geological parameters. Results presented here are intended
not to produce ‘best’ estimates of model structure, but rather to falsify models inconsistent with observations and prior information in order
to communicate a range of plausible solutions (Tarantola 2006).
Geophysical parameter uncertainty and non-uniqueness can be caused by numerous factors, including observation errors, survey design,
measurement physics, numerical modelling and inversion parameter assumptions. Each of these factors contributes in various ways to the
uncertainty of an estimated model parameter value, which can be assessed using any one of many well established approaches (Aster et al.
2005; Tarantola 2005). A second and more difficult source of uncertainty to quantify is in defining how geophysical properties are related to
the geological properties of interest. For example, the typical range of electrical resistivity values associated with various geologic formations
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can be estimated broadly from generic compilations (e.g. Palacky 1987), or from site-specific laboratory or borehole observations that have
inherent variability in physical property relationships (Fitterman & Deszcz-Pan 1998; Bosch et al. 2002; Foged et al. 2014; Marker et al.
2015; Knight et al. 2018).
Airborne electromagnetic (AEM) data are increasingly used to inform geological and hydrological models because of their ability to
cover relatively large areas—often spanning hundreds-to-thousands of square kilometres—with high-resolution information about subsurface
properties. AEM data are typically inverted to recover estimates of the 3-D distribution of electrical resistivity values, which when combined
with borehole logs and other observations inform interpretations of subsurface properties in support of hydrologic studies (Fitterman &
Deszcz-Pan 1998; Siemon et al. 2009; Viezzoli et al. 2010; Jørgensen et al. 2012), geologic mapping (Best et al. 2006; Jørgensen et al.
2013; Høyer et al. 2015) and cryosphere investigations (Minsley et al. 2012a; Mikucki et al. 2015; Walter Anthony et al. 2018). The ability
to accurately recover the distribution of electrical resistivity values, and their relation to geological or hydrological properties of interest, is
therefore of key importance for making quantitative interpretations based on AEM data.
Numerous studies discuss quantitative approaches for interpretation of both airborne time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) and
frequency-domain electromagnetic (FDEM) data, including geophysical inversion for electrical resistivity models (Farquharson et al. 2003;
Brodie & Sambridge 2006; Cox & Zhdanov 2008; Viezzoli et al. 2008; Christensen et al. 2009, 2010; Auken et al. 2015), comparison
of different AEM instruments (Bedrosian et al. 2015), analysis of AEM spatial footprints (Beamish 2003; Reid et al. 2006) and depth of
investigation (Spies 1989; Christiansen & Auken 2012). While the majority of algorithms for the analysis of AEM data use deterministic
gradient-based methods, Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) algorithms have also been developed for the rigorous quantification
of parameter uncertainty associated with AEM data (Minsley 2011; Brodie 2017; Blatter et al. 2018; Hawkins et al. 2018).
The development of geological or hydrological models based on AEM data has traditionally been done in a manual way, with the interpreter
using borehole or other auxiliary information along with transitions in resistivity values to identify geological boundaries (Abraham et al.
2012; Jørgensen et al. 2012). More recently, semi-automated approaches have been developed that make the interpretation process faster
and less subject to the decisions of an individual modeller (Gulbrandsen et al. 2017). Campanyà et al. (2019) use a statistical approach
to map borehole log data classifications onto a spatially extensive electrical resistivity model determined from magnetotelluric data. One
drawback to these approaches, however, is that the result is typically a single interpretive model that does not fully reflect the uncertainties
and ambiguities that inevitably lead to multiple geological interpretations that are supported by the same geophysical data. Several studies
have proposed the use of geostatistical simulation tools as an objective approach for generating multiple geological realizations conditioned
to geophysical models and borehole observations (He et al. 2014; Koch et al. 2014; Marker et al. 2017). For example, Marker et al. (2017)
link electrical resistivity models derived from several types of ground-based and airborne geophysical data with borehole logs to produce a
clay-fraction model (Foged et al. 2014) that, together with clustering and sequential indicator simulation (SIS) algorithms, are used to produce
multiple ensemble realizations of hydrostratigraphic structure that are used in the development and calibration of groundwater models. This
approach has also been extended to training image-based methods that use multi-point statistics (Vilhelmsen et al. 2019) or spatial generative
adversarial neural network (Laloy et al. 2018) algorithms to generate complex realizations of model structure that can be used to forecast
uncertainty in hydrologic parameters such as well catchment area.
In this paper, we combine both the uncertain relationship between geophysical properties such as electrical resistivity and geological or
hydrostratigraphic parameters, as well as the uncertainty in geophysical parameters given observed data and measurement errors following
the approach of Christensen et al. (2017). We discuss in detail the development of a new open-source trans-dimensional Bayesian McMC
Python package GeoBIPy (Geophysical Bayesian Inference in Python) for geophysical parameter uncertainty quantification (Foks & Minsley
2020) that can be used with time-domain or frequency-domain AEM data that builds on the approach described by Minsley (2011).

METHODS
A two-step approach is used to quantify uncertainty in using AEM data to inform geological model structure. First, comprehensive estimates
of geophysical parameter uncertainty are made using a trans-dimensional Bayesian McMC algorithm that is based on the methods described
by Minsley (2011) and can be applied to either time-domain or frequency-domain AEM data. Next, a relationship that links resistivity and
lithologic classes is identified. Here, this relationship is developed empirically using a semi-automated approach; however, one could also
incorporate borehole or petrophysical data to develop the relationship between geological and geophysical properties (Christensen et al.
2017). The product of these two sources of uncertainty, in geophysical parameters and in the geophysical-geological relationship, is used to
define overall uncertainty in model structure.

Quantifying geophysical parameter uncertainty
The basic McMC approach for the estimation of geophysical parameter uncertainty builds on the algorithm described by Minsley (2011) using
a similar model parametrization and workflow. Important updates to this algorithm presented here include (1) capability to work with either
frequency-domain or time-domain AEM data sets, (2) a hierarchical approach to estimating data errors as additional unknown parameters
(Bodin et al. 2012b) and (3) the use of stochastic Newton methods (Martin et al. 2012) for more efficient model proposals in the McMC
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workflow. We also present an approach for visualization and communication of geophysical uncertainties given the large amount of data
typically acquired in an AEM survey, combined with the large number of models evaluated at every location in the McMC analysis.
A typical AEM survey can have on the order of 104 –107 data locations. Given that the McMC algorithm is run for 105 steps per location,
approximately 109 –1012 models are sampled for a single survey. Given the commonly used 1-D layered-earth modelling assumption, every
AEM survey location is treated as an independent data set, allowing for straightforward and scalable parallelization where each data point
can be distributed to a single computational core. At each survey location, a 1-D depth-dependent model is estimated, where the model is
defined by k piecewise constant resistivity values and k-1 interfaces where the top of the first interface is fixed at the ground surface and the
bottom resistivity layer is a half-space.
As with Minsley (2011), we implement a naturally parsimonious trans-dimensional McMC algorithm that allows the number of model
layers to be one of the unknown parameters (Malinverno 2002; Sambridge et al. 2013), where solutions with fewer model layers are implicitly
favoured. By allowing the data to determine the number of necessary model layers, we remove a significant potential source of model error
related to the conceptual model design which typically requires the number of model layers to be pre-defined and fixed across the entire
survey area. A 1-D layered-earth model, me , is defined by the combined set of 2k parameters,
me = [k, ln (z) , ln (σ )] ,

(1)

where z is a vector of k − 1 interface depths and σ is a vector of k layer conductivity values. While the algorithm is implemented in terms of
conductivity, results are presented in terms of its inverse, resistivity (ρ), to be consistent with much of the AEM literature. In addition to the
layered-earth model parameters, a hierarchical approach is used to estimate any of three optional parameters, mopt : (1) corrections to the AEM
transmitter height above ground, h t x (Minsley 2011); (2) system calibration correction factors for frequency-domain data, mcal (Minsley et al.
2012b; Minsley et al. 2014); and (3) data error parameters, ε (Bodin et al. 2012b), where


mopt = h t x , mcal , ε .
(2)
In this study, we focus only on this final optional parameter, an estimate of data errors, which is described below.
The posterior probability distribution of the parameters in m = [me , mopt ] is described by Bayes’ rule,
p (m|d) = c · p (m) · p (d|m) ,

(3)

where c is a normalizing constant, p(m) defines the prior probability distribution for each of the parameters in m and p(d|m) is the data
likelihood function, which is a measure of data fit. Simulated forward responses and model sensitivities (used in the McMC proposal step) are
calculated using existing 1-D layered-earth approximation algorithms for frequency-domain (Minsley 2011) or time-domain (Brodie 2017)
data.
A detailed description of the algorithm can be found in Minsley (2011), which is summarized in the following routine and also described
in greater detail below:
(1) Define a homogeneous starting model with conductivity equal to the best-fitting half-space value.
(2) Propose a new model in two steps:
(i) Propose new model geometry by changing the number or locations of layer boundaries (k, z).
(ii) Propose new model parameter values (σ , mopt ).
(3) Calculate data likelihood for the proposed new model.
(4) Use the Metropolis and Hastings (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970) criteria to accept or reject proposed models.
(5) Repeat from (2) for 105 steps after burn-in. The initial burn-in phase ends when an acceptable level of data fit is achieved.
Model priors and natural parsimony
The naturally parsimonious behaviour of the algorithm is described by the prior terms for k, σ and z that compose the joint model prior p(m)
in eq. (3),
p (m) = p (k) · p (σ , z|k) .

(4)

Although the user can choose any form of the prior distribution for k, we typically choose a uniform distribution on the interval [1, 30]
such that each number of layers is equally probable. In addition, the probability of adding a layer in step 2(i) described above is given the
same probability (1/6) as deleting a layer so there is no explicit bias towards larger or fewer-layer models (Malinverno 2002; Minsley 2011).
However, the prior for σ is conditional on k—for example, the prior for conductivity using a normal distribution with covariance C σ 0 about
the reference half-space model σ 0 is
p (σ |k) = 

1
− 12 (σ −σ0 )T Cσ−1 (σ −σ0 )
0
.

e
C σ 

2π k

(5)

0

A model with many layers will therefore have a relatively low prior probability compared with a few-layer model, even if their conductivity
structure is identical, owing to the fact that the more complex model with greater number of layers occupies a larger prior volume (MacKay
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Figure 1. Samples drawn from the normal joint conditional prior distribution p(m) in eq. (4). (a) The sampled distribution for number of model layers favours
fewer-layer models even though the explicit prior on k is uniform due to the additional parsimony included in the joint conditional prior on conductivity values
or their gradients. (b) Conductivity values sample a normal distribution with mean value 0.001 S m−1 in this example. (c) Layer interface depths show uniform
sampling.

2003). This result of simple models being implicitly favoured over more complex ones has been described as the ‘Occam Factor’ in greater
detail in several other studies (Malinverno 2002; MacKay 2003; Ray et al. 2017).
This implicit favouring is illustrated in Fig. 1, where we run the algorithm for 1 000 000 steps while ignoring the data likelihood term (i.e.
all values of p(d|m) = 1) in order to generate samples exclusively from the joint conditional prior distribution in eq. (4). The combined prior
for all parameters, m, strongly favours few-layer models even though p(k) is uniform (Fig. 1a). An interesting consequence of this behaviour is
that the weighting towards natural parsimony will depend somewhat on the choice of prior distribution. For example, if a uniform conductivity
prior is used, then p (σ |k) = (σmax − σmin )−k which still favours few-layer models, but with different relative weighting compared with the
case of a normal conductivity prior distribution.

Estimating data errors
Data errors are specified using an error model that combines both relative ( re ) and additive ( ae ) components that make up the total
measurement error, :
 
 2 1/2
2
.
(6)
i = ire + iae
The index, i, refers to different data components; these are individual transmitter–receiver coil pairs for frequency-domain data or time gates
for time-domain data. The total errors for all data components in eq. (6) are controlled by two underlying parameters, ε = [ε re , εae ] . The
relative errors are defined using the same relationship for both frequency- and time-domain data,
ire = εre |di | ,

(7)

where di is the data amplitude in parts per million (ppm) for frequency-domain data or V A−1 m−4 for time-domain data and ε re is the relative
error specified as a fraction of the data amplitude. For frequency-domain data, εae [ppm] defines a minimum level of error, which is important
for avoiding unrealistically small total errors for low-amplitude data points. In principle, one could solve for a separate relative and additive
error for each frequency; however, here we use a single pair of parameters in ε that applies to all frequencies. For time-domain data, the
additive error at each time gate is specified as
1

iae = εae e− 2 (ti −t0 ) ,

(8)

where ε ae is the signal amplitude [V A−1 m−4 ] at the reference decay time t0 [s]. In this study, we use t0 = 0.001 s. For systems with multiple
receiver coils, that is, single-moment platforms with both horizontal and vertical receivers or dual-moment systems such as SkyTEM, each
component of ε has a pair of parameters.
Total errors for each data component, i , are incorporated in the data likelihood function,
p (d|m) =

1
(2π) |Cd |
N

1

e− 2 (d−F(m))

T C−1 (d−F(m))
d

,

(9)

where Cd is the data covariance matrix with diagonal elements
Cdii = i2 ,
N is the number of measurements in the data vector, d, and F(m) is the simulated data for any given set of model parameters.

(10)
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Stochastic Newton model proposals
The model proposal step for conductivity parameter values, used to transition the Markov chain from model σ to model σ ’, follows the
stochastic Newton method (Martin et al. 2012). The proposal density for transitioning conductivity values given new model structure (k’, z’)
from the original model m is given by


q σ  |k , z , m =

|H| − 1 (σ  −σ̃ −H−1 g)T H(σ  −σ̃ −H−1 g)
,
e 2
(2π )k

(11)

where H and g are approximate local Hessian and gradient information computed about the current k-layer model, m, according to
−1
H = JT C−1
d J + Cσ 0 , and

(12)



−1
g = JT C−1
d (d (m) − dobs ) + Cσ 0 σ − σ prior .

(13)

Here, J is the sensitivity matrix, Cd is the data covariance matrix defined in eq. (10) and Cσ 0 is the prior covariance for conductivity.
The proposal distribution in eq. (11) is centred on a conductivity model (σ̃ ) that is built from the current k-layer conductivity values (σ )
mapped onto the proposed model structure (k , z ). Although calculation of the sensitivity matrix is computationally expensive, it provides an
objective and efficient way to guide model space exploration by tuning model proposals to local estimates of the target posterior probability
distribution. For example, use of the Hessian as the inverse covariance matrix for the proposal distribution in eq. (11) ensures that proposals
for well-constrained model parameters (such as shallow layers with high sensitivity to the data) are relatively small compared with deep layers
that are poorly constrained and are consistent with a wider range of model values. In addition, the off-diagonal information in the Hessian
ensures that model proposals account for correlated parameters.
Changes in model dimension for birth or death steps in the trans-dimensional algorithm require special consideration in the model
proposal. In the case of a birth step from k = 2 to k’ = 3, for example, the mean of the proposal distribution (σ̃ ) is built from the current
two-layer conductivity values (σ ) mapped onto the proposed three-layer model structure (k , z ). In a birth step, this involves duplicating the
current conductivity value into the newly created layer; in a death-step, the existing conductivity values for the layers surrounding the deleted
interfaced are averaged into a single conductivity value (Malinverno 2002). The proposal density described in eq. (11) is therefore a Normal
distribution, with its mean centred on a new model, and is computed by solving a Gauss–Newton step from the current model; its covariance
is equal to a local estimate of the posterior model covariance. Similar considerations are made for the reverse model proposal distribution,
q(σ |k, z, m ), that is used in computing the McMC acceptance probability α,
α=

p (m ) p (d|m ) q (σ |k, z, m )
.
p (m) p (d|m) q (σ  |k  , z , m)

(14)

Code implementation
The Bayesian inference used throughout this study relies on the GeoBIPy software (Foks & Minsley 2020). GeoBIPy is an open-source
software library that uses object-oriented design patterns and high-performance computing techniques to invert large-scale geophysical data
sets using distributed-memory architectures. Computational efficiency is maintained through the use of existing numerical Python packages
such as Numpy (Van der Walt et al. 2011) and Scipy (Oliphant 2007). The frequency-domain forward modeller is written within GeoBIPy
using Python with Numba support, while the external time-domain forward modeller is written in C++ (Brodie 2017). At its core, GeoBIPy
relies on the ‘StatArray’ class, a custom class that extends the Numpy package, and allows attachment of statistical attributes to a variable
such as prior distributions, proposal distributions and histograms with fast indexing to represent a variable’s posterior distribution. We then
use the StatArray class to build the other components that represent the geophysical inverse problem such as the 1-D layered-earth model,
time- or frequency-domain data and the McMC approach of the inversion algorithm. Given the layered-earth modelling assumption, we limit
our subsurface model discretization to 1-D. By not imposing lateral smoothing constraints, we can independently invert each data point in
a data set providing us with a massively parallel problem. GeoBIPy uses the mpi4py package (Dalcı́n et al. 2005) wrapped around an MPI
implementation to accomplish this. Typically, one of the greatest impediments to computational efficiency of a parallel algorithm is the time
required to read and write data to disk. Since GeoBIPy generates relatively large amounts of analysable information (Terabytes), compared to
the typical size of a data file (Megabytes), we require a fast data storage format that allows access from multiple CPU cores simultaneously,
in parallel. To this end, we leverage the h5py Python package (Collette 2013) that wraps around the Hierarchical Data Format (HDF; The
HDF Group 1997), which allows McMC results to be written in parallel. The HDF file is stored as binary (as opposed to human readable
ascii format), and can optionally apply compression, thus minimizing file size on disk. In addition to the software benefits, performance can
be bolstered by utilizing parallel file system hardware that accompanies most modern high-performance computing clusters.
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Figure 2. Workflow for posterior clustering approach to develop a resistivity–lithology relationship.

Developing a resistivity—lithology relationship
To determine the probability of the ith lithology, or facies class, given AEM data, we marginalize over resistivity (ρ),
p (lithi |r, dAEM ) =

p (lithi , ρ|r, d AEM ) dρ =
ρ

p (lithi |r, ρ, d AEM ) · p (ρ|r, d AEM ) dρ.

(15)

ρ

Here, p(ρ|r, d AEM ) is the posterior probability distribution for resistivity at any particular coordinate, r = [x, y, z], from the geophysical
McMC analysis, and
p (lithi |r, ρ, d AEM ) =

1
nST(r)

p (lithi |d AEM )

1
i nST(r)

p (lithi |d AEM )

nST(r)
j

p j (r|lithi , d AEM ) · p j (ρ|lithi , r, d AEM )

nST(r)
j

p j (r|lithi , d AEM ) · p j (ρ|lithi , r, d AEM )

(16)

describes the location-dependent resistivity relationships for each lithology and is developed from posterior fitting and clustering analyses
performed on the McMC results detailed below. Together, the terms in eq. (15) account for the uncertainty in model structure due to both
geophysical parameter and physical property relationship uncertainties and are included in the workflow summarized in Fig. 2. Although
the terms in eq. (16) are defined from an AEM data-driven clustering approach in this study, a similar relationship or alternative clustering
scheme could also be used to incorporate alternative forms of geological prior information from co-located borehole data (Christensen et al.
2017) or other existing physical property relationships. In that case, the relationships between lithology, depth and resistivity would also be
conditional on borehole data and/or other prior geological data.
A two-step approach is used to generate McMC-derived estimates of the resistivity–lithology relationships described in the first term
on the right-hand side of eq. (15). First, a Student’s-T mixture model is fit to the probability density function (pdf) of the resistivity posterior
at each discrete location, r, using both the frequency- and time-domain data sets separately, where the number of components in the mixture
model at each position is given by nST(r). Second, the Student’s-T mixture model results are used to evaluate the probability of each lithology
for every model location using eq. (16).
The first step (Fig. 2b) is summarized in Algorithm 1, which describes the process of generating a mixture model from a pdf. In
Algorithm 1, a model is defined as a weight (w), mean (ρ̄), variance (σ 2 ) and degrees of freedom (υ) for each Student’s-T component in
the mixture. The sum of the Student’s-T mixture is fit to the pdf extracted from each location and depth from the McMC analysis. Scipy’s
‘curve fit’ algorithm, which uses a rectangular trust region dogleg approach for nonlinear bound-constrained optimization problems (Voglis
& Lagaris 2004), is used to fit the sum of the Student’s-T mixture to the pdf. Initially, only a single Student’s-T component is fit to the pdf,
and additional components are iteratively added to the mixture until an acceptable fit is achieved. Two input parameters define convergence;
defines the tolerance on the absolute fit, while μdefines the tolerance on the change in absolute fit as mixture components are added and
reduces overfitting of noisy pdfs. Each time a Student’s-T mixture is fit to a pdf, an initial guess and lower and upper bounds are specified for
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each parameter in the model. Weights (w) are initialized to one and have a lower bound of zero. For the first iteration, the initial mean (ρ̄)
is equal to the centre of the histogram bin that corresponds to the maximum of the pdf, and each subsequent mean is equal to the centre of
the bin that has the highest residual after subtracting the fit of the previous model. The bounds for each mean are defined by their bin edges.
2
/2, where
By imposing these bounds on the mean, each component is assumed to have zero skewness. The variance is initialized to σmax
2
σmax is the upper bound on variance and calculated using a stochastic estimate of the histogram’s variance. The upper bound on variance
is a necessary requirement that prevents components with unfeasibly large variances that span many orders of magnitude of log resistivity.
The degrees of freedom are initialized to a large value (e.g. 10 000) and have a lower bound of 2 such that the variance of each Student’s-T
component is well defined.
Algorithm 1. Mixture model fitting to a pdf.

Input:
h1D ← 1D histogram
← % absolute tolerance
μ ← r elative tolerance
Result:
Mixture Model
f (x) ← sum o f Student  s − T distribtions
y ← estimate pd f f r om histogram counts
ρguess ← bin centr e with the highest count
2
σmax
← estimate o f variance f r om histogram
σ2

guess ← [w, ρguess , max
2 , ν]
bounds ← set bounds f or guess
model ← f it f (guess) to y given bounds
y pr e = f (model)
pr e
f itk = || y−|| yy||∞||∞
while ( f itk > ) ∧ (| f itk − f itk−1 | > μ) do
ρnew ← bin centr e o f max( y − y pre )
σ2

guess ← append with [w, ρnew , max
2 , ν]
bounds ← set bounds f or guess
model ← f it f (guess) to y given bounds
y pr e = f (model)
y pr e ||∞
f itk = || y−|| y||
∞
End
Return model

The second step in generating lithology–resistivity relationships using eq. (16) involves the evaluation of fitted Student’s-T mixture
models, both locally and globally throughout the subsurface model (Fig. 2c). To achieve this, the mean of every Student’s-T mixture model is
input as data to a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Gaussian mixture modelling uses expectation maximization to maximize the likelihood of
each data point to each component in the Gaussian mixture, where the number of components, or classes, is defined by the user. The weights,
means and variances of each component are iteratively updated until this maximization is achieved. Output from the mixture model are
distributions of mean resistivity values for each class. There are three parts to this step (eq. 16, Figs 2d–f) that use the GMM and Student’s-T
mixture models: (1) The global fraction for each class is calculated from the relative contribution of each component in the GMM. The global
fraction for each class is used as part of the prior in eq. (16) in order to weight class distributions at individual locations according to their
global support volume. (2) At each position, r, the probability of each class is calculated by evaluating the GMM at the mean resistivity value
for each fitted Student’s-T distribution. For example, if the mean of the Student’s-T falls near the mean of a GMM component, it will have a
relatively high probability of being associated with that component. (3) At each position, r, the fitted Student’s-T distributions are considered
to represent empirical position-dependent distributions of resistivity values for each component in the GMM. The combined result of these
three parts is an estimate of the spatially varying resistivity–lithology relationship given in eq. (16). Finally, this term is combined with the
McMC-derived uncertainty in resistivity at the same position to estimate the joint probability of lithology at that position, marginalized over
resistivity (eq. 15, Fig. 2g).

Example data sets
We use a portion of the AEM data presented by Bedrosian et al. (2015) to illustrate the methods developed here. Data sets include both
frequency-domain (RESOLVE) and time-domain (AeroTEM-IV) AEM surveys acquired over the Morrill Test Block (MTB) in western
Nebraska in 2008. The MTB covers an area of approximately 40 km2 (Fig. 3) and comprises ten 22-km-long flight lines oriented north-to-
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Figure 3. Survey area map. Coincident flight paths for the Resolve and AeroTEM systems are indicated along with nearby boreholes. The red star indicates
the location of the frequency- and time-domain inversion results in Figs 4, 5 and 7, while the arrow indicates the flight lines used in Figs 6, 8 and 11.

Figure 4. Single sounding curve examples for different AEM data types. (a) Resolve frequency-domain data shown as in-phase and quadrature responses
for six different measurement frequencies and (b) AeroTEM time-domain decay curve. Data and subsequent results are from the starred location indicated in
Fig. 3.

south with 200-m line spacing. Quaternary sands and gravels make up a shallow aquifer, with broad channels of the present-day and ancestral
North Platte River system incised into the Tertiary Brule Formation (Verstraeten et al. 2001; Cannia et al. 2006).
The RESOLVE frequency-domain instrument records in-phase and quadrature data on six separate coil pairs with frequencies that range
from 0.4 to 140 kHz. Five of the coil pairs are oriented as vertical magnetic dipoles with 7.9 m separation between transmitter and receiver,
and the sixth coil pair uses a horizontal magnetic dipole with 9.3 m separation. The AeroTEM-IV is a rigid frame central-loop time-domain
instrument with 115 m2 transmitter area and 237 000 A m2 peak moment. Off-time measurements are recorded from 58 to 3200 μs (with
zero time defined at the end of the transmitter turn-off). Additional system details and data processing steps are described by Bedrosian et al.
(2015). The data analysed here include 67 470 frequency-domain and 93 218 time-domain locations, with an example of a single sounding of
each datatype in Fig. 4. The only difference with the input data used here compared with Bedrosian et al. (2015) is that errors are estimated
as part of the McMC algorithm and are not assumed to be known a priori.
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Figure 5. 1-D posterior statistics for (a–e) FDEM and (f–j) TDEM data. Distribution of the number of layers used in the ensemble of McMC models for the (a)
FDEM and (f) TDEM data sets at a single location indicated in Fig. 3. Solid yellow lines indicate the number of layers for the model with the greatest posterior
probability. The posterior probability distribution of resistivity models as a function of depth is shown for (b) FDEM and (g) TDEM. Dashed blue lines indicate
the 90 per cent credible region, and the most probable model is shown in yellow. The estimated depth of investigation is indicated by the horizontal dashed line.
The posterior probability distribution of layer interface depths for the entire ensemble of models for (c) FDEM and (h) TDEM indicates the likely locations of
model interfaces. Output distributions for (d and i) additive and (e and j) relative errors show estimates of optional hierarchical model parameters.

R E S U LT S
For each data location, the McMC algorithm samples 100 000 models post burn-in according to the methods described in this paper. Burn-in is
reached when the normalized chi-squared measure of data misfit reaches a target value of 1.0. Model parameters include the number of layers
(k), conductivity (σ ) and interface depths (z) for each layer, as well as relative and additive errors (εre , εae ). For any measurement location,
posterior statistics can be compiled for any of the estimated model parameters such as the marginal distribution for the number of model
layers (Figs 5a and f), the distribution of sampled resistivity models as a function of depth (Figs 5b and g), or the distribution of interface
locations (Figs 5c and h). The depth of investigation, or an estimate of the depth to which model parameters are no longer sensitive to the
data, is calculated from the ensemble of McMC models by computing the depth at which the range in the 90 per cent credible interval reaches
67 per cent of the range at the deepest depth (Figs 5b and g). The posterior distribution of additive (Figs 5d and i) and relative (Figs 5e and
j) errors indicates the McMC-estimated errors for the FDEM and TDEM soundings. Sampled TDEM errors (Figs 5i and j) tend to be biased
towards the lower end of the prior range for these parameters (10−8 and 5 per cent for additive and relative errors, respectively). Although the
McMC algorithm could sample smaller error values with acceptable data fit, the lower bounds used here are intended to avoid overfitting of
unrealistic model structure caused by smoothing filters applied during pre-processing of the TDEM data (Bedrosian et al. 2015).
Comparison of our recovered resistivity cross-section with a deterministic inversion along the flight path marked in Fig. 3 (Resolve line
number 30 060/AeroTEM line number 1060) is shown in Fig. 6. The deterministic inversion (Figs 6a and b) used a spatially constrained
inversion (Auken et al. 2005; Viezzoli et al. 2008) and is originally presented in Bedrosian et al. (2015). Summary cross-sections of McMC
results are shown as the mean resistivity model calculated from the posterior ensemble of resistivity models at each individual depth and
measurement location (Figs 6c and d) and the maximum a posteriori model for each location (Figs 6e and f) identified as the model with
the greatest product of prior probability and likelihood. The conservative depth of investigation metric described by Christiansen & Auken
(2012) is used to limit the depth to which models are displayed for the deterministic results (Figs 6a and b). Transparency shading is applied
to the McMC models at depth according to the width of the 90 per cent credible interval of the posterior conductivity distribution at each
measurement location and depth (Figs 5b and e). Where the credible interval is large, model confidence is low (Figs 6g and h), typically due
to low data sensitivity at depth or in highly resistive layers. The use of a Bayesian formulation helps to highlight some of the differences in
uncertainty between the frequency and time domain inversions.
The mean and maximum a posteriori models (Figs 6c–f) are a useful summary of results, but do not convey the comprehensive details on
parameter uncertainty obtained through the McMC analysis presented here. An assessment of the uncertainty in resistivity values within any
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Figure 6. Inversion results for the flight line indicated in Fig. 3. Deterministic inversion results for the (a) FDEM and (b) TDEM systems are reproduced from
Bedrosian et al. (2015). McMC results include the (c and d) mean and (e and f) maximum a posteriori models. The confidence, derived from the width of the
90 per cent credible interval, is shown in (g) and (h). The star indicates the location of results shown in Figs 4, 5 and 7. Thin grey line denotes flight elevation
for each AEM system.

depth interval can further be made by extracting values from Fig. 5(b) or Fig. 5(g) within the desired depth window. Fig. 7 shows examples
taken from four different depths, with each panel comparing the range of plausible resistivity values for the FDEM and TDEM systems.
As expected, the FDEM instrument shows less uncertainty in resistivity in the shallowest depth (Figs 7a and b), whereas the TDEM system
is able to resolve features at greater depths where the FDEM system has low sensitivity (Figs 7c and d). Although the TDEM instrument
cannot distinguish between low- and high-resistivity layers at 100 m depth (Fig. 7c), it identifies sensitivity to both layers whereas the FDEM
instrument does not. While a joint inversion of both data sets may improve overall resolution and compatibility of posterior results (Bodin
et al. 2012a; JafarGandomi & Binley 2013; Blatter et al. 2019; Visser & Markov 2019), we have not focused on that approach here since
co-located AEM data sets are extremely uncommon. Instead, we focus on a comparison of posterior uncertainty estimates from each data set
independently.
In cross-section view, a grey-scale image of the probability of interface depths at each location (Figs 5c and h) indicates the geometry
of model interfaces along with information about their uncertainty (Fig. 8). Shaded regions indicate locations with high probability of model
interfaces, where the intensity and width of the shaded region indicates uncertainty in the interface location.
The McMC outputs are used to empirically infer the probability of different lithological units identified by the AEM data based on the
posterior clustering approach described in Fig. 2 and summarized in Fig. 9. Both data types are combined here in order to maintain the same
cluster groups for comparison in subsequent analyses; however, this comes at some expense of greater uncertainty within each class because
of the differences in resolution for each method (Figs 5 and 7). In most cases only a single AEM data set is available for one study area, and
this approach would be carried out for a single data type.
Resistivity posteriors are extracted from the McMC results at three different locations, r (black curves; Figs 9a–c). The dashed white
line shows the Student’s-T mixture components that were fit to the posterior using Algorithm 1. In each case, Algorithm 1 determined the
number of components required to fit the posterior given tolerance values of = 0.05 and μ = 0.05. We applied Algorithm 1 to the McMC
results at all data locations and discrete depths throughout both the frequency- and time-domain data sets (N = 20 960 002). This step results
in a Student’s-T mixture model at each position with nST(r) components, where each component has a weight, mean, variance and degrees
of freedom.
For the purpose of demonstration, a five-component GMM was chosen to represent the variability within and between the identifiable
lithologic units in the MTB survey. Here, classes 1–2 map to spatially varying patterns within the deeper Brule Formation, while classes 3–5
capture spatial trends within the Quaternary aquifer. In practice, selection of the most appropriate number of layers may come from testing
different values informed by knowledge of site-specific geology. The intent here is not to identify an optimal number of classes, but rather
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Figure 7. 1-D marginal probability distribution of resistivity at four discrete depths. The posterior probability distribution of resistivity values extracted from
the FDEM (Fig. 5b) and TDEM (Fig. 5g) results indicates the ability of the different instruments to resolve resistivity values at different depths in this geologic
environment.

Figure 8. Interface probability cross-sections. Shading indicates the probability of an interface at different locations along the flight profile for (a) FDEM
and (b) TDEM data. Sharp, dark-shaded areas indicate well-defined peaks in the posterior interface distributions shown in Figs 5(c) and (h), whereas diffuse
shading indicates lower probability of an interface occurring at a particular location. Solid black and grey lines indicate AEM system and land surface elevation,
respectively.

to present a workflow that accurately quantifies model structural uncertainty given the subjective choice of how many classes is appropriate.
Fig. 9(d) presents the five global distributions that result from fitting the GMM to the histogram representation of all Student’s-T mixture
means, with the relative fraction of each component, p(lithi |d AEM ), annotated in Fig. 2(d). At each position, the other components in eq. (16)
are evaluated (Figs 2e and f). Fig. 9(e) shows the combined numerator of eq. (16) for the two-component Student’s-T mixture model in
Fig. 9(c).
Using eqs (15) and (16) to combine the uncertainty in resistivity values (Figs 5b and g, and 7) with the uncertainty in the physical property
relationship (Fig. 9), an estimate of uncertainty in predicting lithology at any location and depth can be generated (Fig. 2g). An example of
the probability for each of the five lithologies (which sum to 1) as a function of depth is shown for three locations along the frequency-domain
flight line (Figs 10d–f) for the corresponding resistivity–depth probability distributions in Figs 10(a)–(c) and resistivity–lithology relationships
developed at each position. Cross-sections for the entire flight profile of the marginal probability for each lithology class are shown in Fig. 11
using both FDEM (Figs 11a–e) and TDEM (Figs 11g–k) data sets, along with the pointwise highest marginal facies probability at each
location (Figs 11f and l). Similar results for the entire frequency-domain data set are illustrated as map-view depth slices (Fig. 12).
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Figure 9. Building a resistivity–lithology relationship. (a–c) Examples of Student’s-T mixture models fit to three different positions extracted from the McMC
output. (d) Gaussian mixture model with five components (coloured curves) fit to all Student’s-T means from the entire data set (grey histogram). The relative
fraction of each Gaussian mixture model class is indicated in the legend. (e) Combined resistivity–lithology estimate from eq. (16) at position N indicated in
(c).

Figure 10. Marginal joint probability of p(lith | ρ, z) for each of the five identified classes at three different locations along the flight line shown in Fig. 4.
Posterior resistivity–depth distributions for the three locations are shown in (a)–(c). The probabilities for each lithology class shown in the middle column (d–f)
are computed using eqs (15) and (16), with the most probable lithology class at each depth in the right-hand column (g–i).
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Figure 11. Probabilistic estimates of model structure. Results combine uncertainties in geophysical parameters and physical property relationships (Fig. 2).
Frequency-domain results are shown in the left-hand column and time-domain results are in the right-hand column. Each row is a different facies class, starting
with (a and g) class 5 through (e and k) class 1. At each pixel, the class with the pointwise highest marginal probability is illustrated in (f) and (l). Arrows in
(f) indicate the locations of 1-D results in Fig. 10.

DISCUSSION
One challenge with the analysis of McMC results is the communication of uncertainty and various derived statistics calculated from the large
ensemble of models sampled from the posterior distribution. For the modest-size AEM surveys presented here, 6.4 × 109 and 9.3 × 109
resistivity models were generated from the FDEM and TDEM data sets, respectively. Maps and cross-sections of mean or most probable
results (Fig. 6) are useful for summarizing trends in model structure, but do not convey the wealth of information about parameter uncertainty
contained in the 100 000 sampled models at each measurement location in the survey (Figs 5 and 7). Spatial information about parameter
uncertainty (Figs 6g and h, and 8) can be useful, but are only two examples of the type of information that can be produced. For example,
alternative questions that can be addressed from analysis of the ensemble of McMC model results can include: What is the probability that
resistivity is less than X within a particular depth interval? Or, what is the depth at which resistivity drops below Y with a 50, 75, or 90 per
cent confidence? These are just a few examples of the many types of analyses that can be facilitated by querying the posterior distribution of
model results (e.g. Ray & Key 2012).
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Figure 12. Map-view representation of the probabilistic estimates of model structure. Results combine uncertainties in geophysical parameters and physical
property relationships for the frequency-domain data set. (a–c) Each row is a different depth while each column is a different class, starting with class 1 through
class 5. The class with the pointwise highest marginal probability is illustrated in the right-most column.

Estimates of model confidence calculated from the width of the 90 per cent credible region (Figs 6g and h) are useful, but again do not
fully convey all of the details about parameter uncertainty. For example, the McMC algorithm accurately reflects the asymmetry in parameter
uncertainty, where uncertainty is greater to the resistive side of the mean or maximum a posteriori model value compared with the conductive
side, due to the limited sensitivity of AEM data to resistive layers (Figs 5b and g). Parameter uncertainty calculated in a deterministic
algorithm from the posterior covariance matrix will always be symmetric about the estimated parameter value. Asymmetry in uncertainty
values towards the resistive end can lead to a large credible interval (low confidence) for shallow resistive layers (Figs 6g and h). However,
while the resistivity of the resistive layer may not be very well constrained, we can say with relatively high confidence that the layer is in fact
resistive, and that the lower-bound of resistivity is well defined (Figs 5b and g). In that case, there may be high confidence in the geological
interpretation of this layer (i.e. its resistivity is greater than a certain value and thus too high to contain clay), even though its exact resistivity
may be uncertain. This is one example of how the McMC approach along with derived geological interpretation is intended to falsify possible
scenarios (Tarantola 2006), rather than to focus on any single particular result supported by the data.
It is well known that the choice of a prior distribution can be highly consequential in the outputs of a Bayesian algorithm (Scales &
Snieder 1997; Tarantola 2006). Here, we have implemented relatively simple prior options that follow traditional deterministic algorithms
where model parameters that are close to a reference half-space value and/or models that are smooth are favoured. However, the Bayesian
McMC modelling framework presented here allows for more structured or geologically based prior information to be incorporated into the
inference problem (Hansen & Minsley 2019).
Of the two main sources of uncertainty in quantifying model structure addressed here—uncertainty in geophysical parameters and
uncertainty in the relationship between geophysical and geological properties of interest—the latter is a far more challenging and subjective
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Figure 13. Comparison of the most probable class for frequency-domain and time-domain data sets. Depth-slice maps of the most probable class for seven
discrete depths through the FDEM results (row a) and TDEM results (row b). The frequency domain models do not extend as deep as the time domain models,
hence the missing map at 200 m in (a).

task. Quantifying geophysical parameter uncertainty using the GeoBIPy algorithm largely relies on the well-defined physics of electromagnetic
induction that governs AEM instruments. Making the link between resistivity and geological properties, however, is far more challenging
because of the sometimes ambiguous, uncertain, and site-specific relationships involved. Where possible, making use of co-located geophysical
and borehole data can be advantageous (Christensen et al. 2017); however, borehole observations must be relevant to the physical property
being modelled (e.g. geology, lithology and hydrostratigraphy) Our approach is to provide a framework that allows flexibility in building
the relationship between resistivity and physical properties of interest, where relationships may also be allowed to vary spatially according
to eq. (16).
As with any algorithm, subjective choices and assumptions must be made. In addition to the use of a 1-D resistivity model with natural
parsimony and priors described earlier, subjective decisions are also necessary in mapping resistivity values to geologic classes, and these
choices have implications for the resulting estimates of uncertainty in model structure. For example, the user must decide how many classes
to fit; ideally, this choice is guided by knowledge of site-specific geological structure but may also be informed by empirical observations of
the number of distinguishable features in the McMC outputs. In practice, several trials with different numbers of classes, or modification to
incorporate additional geological prior information following eq. (16), is necessary to understand the consequences of different subjective
choices on the ultimate assessment of uncertainty in model structure. In this study, we find that classes 4 and 5 clearly capture the resistive
sands and gravels of the Quaternary aquifer system, with class 1 primarily representing the Tertiary Brule Formation (Figs 11 and 12).
Although these three classes capture the majority of structural variability in this data set, subtle transitions possibly related to textural changes
within class 1 are captured in classes 2 and 3.
Realizations of model structure, such as the maximum a posteriori structural model (Fig. 13), provide useful insight into the combined
resolving power of mapping structure given both the physical differences in AEM instruments along with the assumptions about resistivity–
lithology relationships. For example, the FDEM result contains greater detail of shallow features, whereas the TDEM system is better able to
resolve deep structures. In practice, however, the probabilistic estimates of model structure (Figs 11 and 12) may be incorporated as soft data
in geostatistical simulations using sequential indicator simulation or multipoint statistics to generate multiple plausible realizations of model
structure consistent with all observations, assumptions, and prior information (He et al. 2014; Christensen et al. 2017; Marker et al. 2017;
Vilhelmsen et al. 2019). This same approach can be extended to classification and uncertainty quantification of other physical properties as
well, such as groundwater salinity (Ball et al. 2020).
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C O N C LU S I O N S
AEM data are increasingly used to characterize subsurface structure over watershed-basin scales because of their unique capability to map
subsurface properties over large areas. The ability to quantify uncertainty in AEM results—both in terms of geophysical parameter estimation
and interpretations of model structure—are critically important for advancing the value of these data in geologic and hydrologic studies.
We have addressed geophysical parameter uncertainty through the development of an open-source Python software package, GeoBIPy.
GeoBIPy allows for uncertainty quantification of frequency- or time-domain AEM data using a Bayesian McMC approach that solves for
1-D resistivity structure and can run many individual soundings in parallel to analyse large airborne data sets efficiently. Future efforts will
incorporate functionality in GeoBIPy for uncertainty quantification using other ground-based geophysical methods including electromagnetics,
magnetotellurics and nuclear magnetic resonance.
In addition to quantifying geophysical parameter uncertainty, we also present an approach for incorporating uncertainty in the physical
relationship between resistivity, depth and lithology through a posterior clustering analysis of the McMC results that could also be adapted to
include other geological prior information. Uncertainty in the physical property relationship does not involve a well-defined, physics-based
relationship in the same way that geophysical parameter uncertainty quantification does and therefore requires subjective decisions about how
geophysical and geological properties are related. By combining estimates of geophysical parameter uncertainty with relationships between
geophysical and geological properties, we provide a framework for quantifying uncertainty in model structure that can be used to inform
management decisions or guide future areas of data collection in regions of high uncertainty.
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